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(NAPSA)—More than 13 mil-
lion American adults suffer from
the “winter blues.”

When Terri Bloom moved to
Buffalo, N.Y., 20 years ago, she
noticed a shift in her mood during
the first winter. As the days got
shorter and darker, Bloom became
depressed. Figuring it was simply
related to the stress from the move
and the new distance from her
friends and family, she shrugged it
off, ultimately feeling better when
the spring came. It was only after
the depression returned the next
winter that she went to her doctor,
who identified what Bloom was
experiencing as seasonal affective
disorder, or SAD. 

“When I was first diagnosed
with SAD, we noticed my sleep
pattern was especially affected,”
Bloom said. “Some days I couldn’t
sleep at all; other days, I’d sleep
for 12 hours at a time. Generally, I
was way down.”

In addition, Bloom noticed an
effect on her appetite. “I tended to
gain weight real easily in the win-
ter,” she said. “I would almost for-
age for chocolate and cookies, and
things I don’t normally eat.” 

SAD also took its toll on
Bloom’s family as she was very
withdrawn and felt she just wasn’t
there for her kids.

“Seasonal affective disorder is
a serious and often underdiag-
nosed form of depression that
affects millions of people each
year in the United States,” said
Norman E. Rosenthal, M.D., clini-
cal professor of psychiatry at
Georgetown Medical School and

medical director of Capital Clini-
cal Research Associates.

SAD is typically characterized
by depressive symptoms occurring
in the fall or winter and then sub-
siding during the spring and sum-
mer months. While the exact
cause of the condition remains
unknown, SAD is believed to be
related to seasonal variations of
light, as well as changes in certain
brain chemicals, which may
induce feelings of depression.

“People with SAD slow down,
have difficulty waking in the
morning, overeat, oversleep, gain
weight, have a hard time concen-
trating and interacting with
friends and family. And can
become quite depressed,” Dr.
Rosenthal said.

Now, the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) has approved Well-
butrin XL® (bupropion hydrochlo-
ride extended-release tablets) for
the prevention of seasonal major
depressive episodes in patients
diagnosed with seasonal affec-
tive disorder. Wellbutrin XL is
the first and only medication
approved to prevent these pre-
dictable seasonal major depres-
sive episodes.

“The FDA approval of Well-
butrin XL for the prevention of sea-
sonal major depressive episodes in
adults diagnosed with SAD is
exciting,” Dr. Rosenthal said. “For
the first time, it may be possible to
prevent the predictable onset of
SAD with medication by beginning
treatment in the autumn season,
prior to experiencing depressive
symptoms.”

Important Safety Information
Wellbutrin XL is not for every-

one. There is a risk of seizure with
Wellbutrin XL that increases with
higher doses. Taking more than
450 mg/day increases the chance
of serious side effects. People
should not use it if they’ve had a
seizure or eating disorder, or if
they abruptly stop using alco-
hol or sedatives. People should
not  take Wellbutrin XL with
monoamine oxidase inhibitors
(MAOIs), or medicines that con-
tain bupropion. When used with a
nicotine patch or alone, there is a
risk of increased blood pressure,
sometimes severe. To reduce risk
of serious side effects, people
should tell their doctor if they
have liver or kidney problems.
Other side effects may include
flatulence, constipation, weight
loss, dry mouth, nausea, difficulty
sleeping, dizziness or sore throat.

Wellbutrin XL is approved only
for adults 18 years and over. In
some children and teens, antide-
pressants increase suicidal
thoughts or actions. Whether or
not people are taking antidepres-
sants, they or their family should
call the doctor right away if they
have worsening depression,
thoughts of suicide, or sudden or
severe changes in mood or behav-
ior, especially at the beginning of
treatment or after a change in
dose (see Medication Guide: What
is important information I should
know and share with my family
about taking antidepressants?
available at www.wellbutrin-
xl.com).

Getting Through The Dark Days Of Winter
FDA Approves First-Ever Drug To Prevent Seasonal Major Depressive Episodes

(NAPSA)—Tackling a home
renovation can be costly and time
consuming—but it doesn’t have to
be a headache. There are ways to
minimize the stress.

An 18-month-long renovation
was recently completed at the
Marriott London Grosvenor
Square Hotel. The renovation took
place with a minimal amount of
disruption and inconvenience,
thanks in large part to Ilse Mohr,
executive housekeeper. Based on
her experience, Mohr offers several
suggestions to help your renova-
tion and cleanup go smoothly:

1. Work from a predefined plan.
If you don’t, you’ll have no clear
direction for the builders, and no
recourse if things aren’t right.

2. Decide what you want to
achieve. For example, in the hotel’s
executive lounge, the goal was to
create a comfortable yet functional
place where guests could come to
relax, eat and drink, socialize or get
work done. There needed to be a
hospitality desk, area to answer e-
mail, comfortable and flexible seat-
ing, an area to watch television and
kitchen facilities.

3. Minimize changes. It’s too
easy to change things in mid-
stream, but you’ll incur significant
extra costs and much more time—
even for minor changes.

4. Keep the end in sight. Keep a
drawing or rendering of the fin-
ished product nearby to cheer you
through the upheaval.

5. In the kitchen, decide what
kind of food you will prepare and
what you’ll need. Don’t place a
refrigerator (cold) beside the stove-
top (hot). Place everything within
reach to minimize walking around

and maximize convenience.
6. In the bathroom, if you want

a stand-up shower, install a hand
shower. Not only can the shower be
adjusted to a person’s height, you
can also take the showerhead off
and use it to clean the bathtub.

7. Be cautious when choosing
material for walls and floors.  Lime-
stone, for example, is popular but
porous and takes a long time to dry.
Shiny surfaces, such as marble,
need to be treated and sealed.

8. When cleaning, start in one
area and work your way around,
cleaning one surface, one cupboard
at a time until you’re back at the
starting point again.

9. Don’t dust until you’ve made
the bed (which makes more dust);
vacuuming is always the last thing
to do.

10. Be careful in cleaning sur-
faces, because just about any
chemical cleaner or polishing solu-
tion will build up and make a sur-
face sticky or dull. For more infor-
mation, visit www.marriott.com.

How To Survive A Home Renovation:
Tips From A Pro

To reduce stress during a reno-
vation, work from a predefined
plan and establish a good rela-
tionship with your builder.

(NAPSA)—Yellowstone is not
just a geyser. Besides being a great
place to visit, this favorite tourist
destination is a great visual exam-
ple of geothermal energy.

Impressive as Yellowstone is to
visit, it’s just one small example of
an incredibly huge source of clean,
sustainable energy.

Geothermal energy—literally,
heat from the earth—is a clean,
abundant and versatile natural
resource that’s just waiting to
meet an ever greater share of the
world’s steadily escalating energy
needs. This source of energy can
be used in three ways: for electric-
ity production, directly to provide
heat and via geothermal heat
pumps.

Today, geothermal resources
already supply about 6 percent of
the energy produced in California,
10 percent in northern Nevada, 25
percent on the island of Hawaii, as
well as significant power in Utah.
Geothermal steam and hot water
are routinely used to generate
electric power with the gentlest of
environmental impacts.

Thermal waters piped from the
ground support greenhouses, fish
farms and municipal heating sys-
tems. Heat pumps use electricity
and coils, or pipes buried in the
earth to extract heat or cold from
the earth. They can be installed
almost anywhere and are widely
considered the ideal means for
heating and air-conditioning
schools, homes and workplaces.

Geothermal energy has been
described by energy experts as
“buried treasure” and its potential
is vast. This tremendous resource
amounts to 50,000 times the
energy of all oil and gas resources
in the world. 

This form of energy represents
a promising energy supply solu-

tion, as people become more con-
cerned about global warming, pol-
lution and rising fossil energy
prices. Geothermal energy pro-
duces only one-sixth of the carbon
dioxide that a relatively clean,
natural gas-fueled power plant
produces and very little, if any,
nitrous oxide or sulfur-bearing
gases. No air emissions or liquids
are discharged by binary geother-
mal plants.

Heating systems can easily be
integrated into existing commu-
nities and can diminish reliance
on foreign sources of fossil fuels,
thereby enhancing national
security.

The U.S. Department of Ener-
gy’s Geothermal Technologies pro-
gram is working with industry to
establish geothermal energy as an
economically competitive con-
tributor to the nation’s energy
supply. For more information,
visit www.doe.gov. 

Understanding The Benefits Of Geothermal Energy

Geothermal energy—literally, heat
from the earth—is a clean, abun-
dant and versatile natural resource. 
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(NAPSA)—Mom and Dad drove
hundreds of miles to drop you and
your belongings off at your new
college dorm room, which is the
size of a toolshed. Not only is the
room small, but you’ll also be
sharing it with a stranger for the
next nine months. How will you
stay sane? How will you know
where to eat and wash your
clothes? By getting out and ex-
ploring your new town and sur-
rounding area—online. 

One of the leading Internet
local search sites, Yahoo! Local
(http://local.yahoo.com), can help
smooth out your first semester
and make you feel like a local pro
by making it easy to do everyday
things such as: 

• Munch at Midnight: It’s 2
a.m. and your study group needs a
burger break. The cafeteria is
closed, but with Yahoo! Local, you
and your classmates can easily
view the operating hours of
nearby eateries—and even narrow
your search for late-night dining.
You’ll see where you can go for a
burger and fries that will satisfy
your cravings or find a pizza place
that will deliver to your dorm’s
doorstep.

• Stock Up on Supplies: The
student store doesn’t have the
painting supplies you want for
your art project—and your dorm
room is looking bare. Before you
call to ask Mom to prepare a care
package, check out the art stores
nearby on Yahoo! Local. They
include ratings by customers who’ll

tell you what they think of the
store’s selection. Your mom will
thank you for your self-sufficiency. 

• Look Like a Local: Your
favorite aunt is coming to town—
and she’s in the mood to spoil you
rotten. Help her reach her goal by
plotting a weekend of special
splurges. Yahoo! Local includes
user reviews of local restaurants,
theaters and hotels. Plus, Yahoo!
Maps shows you where to find the
closest ATMs and can plot your
multipoint itinerary. And don’t
forget to take credit for your excel-
lent research skills. 

• Plot Your Escape: Believe it
or not, spring break is only a few
months away. You know that the
masses will also be heading to the
beach—and it is your mission to
find the prime hot spots first. Use
Yahoo! Local satellite maps to
search for hotels near the best
beaches and entertainment by
neighborhood or zip code. Event
listings will also give you insight
on activities and events you can
check out during your stay. 

• Make It a Three-Day
Weekend: You were clever
enough to plan your class sched-
ule so you have Fridays free to hit
the great outdoors. Give yourself
an “A” for ingenuity and get driv-
ing directions on Yahoo! Maps,
which you can send to your mobile
phone for easy access. Leave your
books in the room—but don’t for-
get your sunscreen!

Study up by going to
local.yahoo.com. 

Go To The Head Of The Class With Online Local Search;
Online Services Help College Students Ace “Relocation 101”

***
Kind words can be short and
easy to speak, but their echoes
are truly endless. 

—Mother Teresa
***

***
Prosperity is living easily and
happily in the real world,
whether you have money or not. 

—Jerry Gellis
***

***
Prosperity is a way of living and
thinking, and not just money or
things. Poverty is a way of liv-
ing and thinking, and not just
a lack of money or things. 

—Eric Butterworth
***




